Mirage Overbed Table

The Mirage Overbed Table is a handy
addition to patient rooms. It rolls up to
patients, offering convenient access
to personal items. The main surface
adjusts vertically to provide a custom fit
as patients come and go. Add optional
lower trays for extra functionality—for
both patients and caregivers. Design
features make cleaning easy, while
a sturdy steel frame ensures years of
durability. The table offers two base
styles for use with either beds or chairs.
Benefits
•
Gives patients convenient access
to meals, snacks, phones, books,
and other personal items
•
Optional lower trays give patients
extra storage and aid caregivers by
keeping supplies at hand
•
One-handed mechanism adjusts
height within a 17-inch range
to support every patient and
application
Warranty
5-Year, 3-shift
hermanmiller.com/mirageoverbed-table
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These drawings represent a sample of the dimensions and configurations available.
Download the price book for a full listing of all available product configurations.

View image library.

Product Models
View model library.

Key Features
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Sustainability
Click here to see how Nemschoff Mirage Overbed Table meets your
environmental goals.

Planning Ideas
View design solutions.
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1.

Patient Convenience
Large main surface provides ample space for patient’s
personal items

4.

Optional Caregiver Tray
An optional bottom tray is positioned toward the
caregiver to keep supplies within easy reach

2.

Easy Height Adjustment
Table height adjusts within a 17-inch range with a
simple one-handed mechanism

5.

For Bed or Chair
The U-shaped base is ideal for use with patient beds,
while the X-shaped base accommodates chairs

3.

Optional Patient Trays
Extra trays can be added beneath the main tray
for more patient storage

6.

Durable & Easy to Clean
Heavy-duty steel frame; rounded tray edges contain spills
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